[Hospital admissions, diagnostic and therapeutic procedures of patients with colorectal cancer during 5 years after diagnosis: population-based study].
This research evaluated basic parameters of care, also in the terms of costs. The study examined a sample of colorectal cancer cases incident in 1987 in the population of Florence's municipality, taken from the data base of Tuscany Cancer Registry (RTT). We collected, for 71 patients, all clinical records, for the five follow-up years and evaluated the diagnostic and therapeutic procedures (blood tests, histologic examination, instrumental investigation and surgical intervention) and the duration of all hospitalisations. Besides, on the basis of the diagnostic and therapeutic procedures and of the discharge diagnosis, each hospitalisation was coded following the DRG system and the economic cost of hospital care was analysed. The average number of hospitalisations and the average length of stay for patient in five follow-up years are respectively 1.9 (SD = 1.3) and 41.3 (SD = 25.8); the length of stay resulted highly correlated with the stage of disease. The mean hospital cost per patient (about ItL 18.000.000 overall) was higher in patients with more advanced disease at diagnosis. In the period of study an average 125.9 blood tests (SD = 110.7), 1.2 histologic examinations (SD = 0.9) and 10.3 instrumental investigations (SD = 9.0) were performed for each patient; 61 subjects (86%) were submitted to surgical intervention, of which 4 had a second intervention, and 1 subject was submitted to surgical intervention for liver's metastases.